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The Golden Age of Podcasting is Upon Us. Learn more!
Podcasts have been around since 2004, but since Apple built the Apple Podcasts app onto every phone in
2014, the industry has really taken off.
In 2018, both Google and Spotify increased their investment in podcasting, reducing Apple's dominance and
bringing a huge influx of podcast fans into the mix.
The most recent 2019 studies show that an audience of around 60 million people listens to podcasts a few
times a week and 91 million people listen once a week. Not only was there a surge in listenership, but in
content. There are now more than 670,000 podcasts in the Apple Podcasts directory.

Smartphones, Content Bingeing, and Audio everywhere!
With both iOS and Android introducing native podcast apps, everyone with a smartphone is encouraged to
stream podcasts...and that's a lot of people!
Content Bingeing has become an addiction due to Youtube, Netﬂix and other streaming services. Podcasts are the
binge hub of audio! The way podcast libraries are stored and accessed makes bingeing them so easy.
Audio is not just for headphones anymore. Smart speakers, and connected cars have placed audio EVERYWHERE.
Anywhere you listen to audio, you can also listen to podcasts!

Are you attending the 2019 NAWB Forum?
Workforce180 has some exciting things lined up!
Make sure to visit us at:
Booth 216 or The Podcast Zone
and register to attend:
Workforce180 Workshop and
The Podcasting Tool Shop!
New Customer Spotlight!
Welcome to our newest
podcast customers.
-Lewis and Clark Community
College, Illinois
-Madison County Employment
and Training Department, Illinois

Happy Podcasting Anniversary!
Congratulations to our awesome
customers celebrating their podcasting
anniversaries this month!

-San Diego Metro
Career Center, CA
-Madera County Workforce
Investment Corporation, CA

FOLLOW US!

Click each icon below to listen, follow,
and subscribe! Watch out for our latest
updates, episodes, news, and more!

WORKFORCE180 LLC -- for more information contact us at podcast@workforce180.com

